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BILL OF STUDENT RIGHTS

We, the students of the University of South Florida, in
recognition of our rights and responsibilities as citizens of· the
United States and as citizens or temporary residents of the State
of Florida, and in the interest of protecting our academic freedoms 1n the pursuit of truth and knowledge and promoting within
our University community an atmosphere most conducive to learning,
do enact this Bill of Student Rights.
RIGHTS:
(A)

All students shall have the right of religious choice and
pra~tice, freedom of petition, freedom of mobility and
travel, and freedom to assemble peacably.

(B)

Any student shall have the right to freedom of speech and
press and to conduct research freely. He may publish, diatribute, discuss or recommend his views or findings without
impairing his standing in the University, provided he does
not claim to represent the University.

(C)

Any student shall have the right to participate in on or
off-campus activities in connection with local,national, or
international organizations.

(D)

Students shall be free to organize and join student organizations to promote their common interests. Every student
organization shall have the right to be reoognized upon
meeting the requirements prescribed by the University's
administration, provided that the constitution and purposes
shall not include discriminatory clauses as to race, religion, or national origin. Recognized student organizations shall have the right to use the name of the University.
Grounds for revocation of recognition shall be prescribed by
statute. Affiliation with an extramural organization shall
not of itself affect recognition of a student organization.

(E)

Every student or organization shall have the right to choose
or approve its own faculty or administrative advisor. However, if none consents to serve, the organization shall continue to function while conscientiously seeking one.

(F)

Students and recognized student organizations shall have the
right to use campus facilities subject to the uniform regulations required for scheduling meeting times and places,
provided the facilities are used for the purposes contracted.

(G)

The members of the student body shall have the right to
establish a representative student government with the
authority to administer, legislate, and adjudicate in all
areas within its constitutional jurisdiction and with
adequate safeguards against the abuse of power.

(H)

Every student shall have the right to participate through
student government in establishing rules and regulations.

(I)

Every student shall have the right to participate through
student government in the policy decisioo~ing process
of the University.

(J)

Every student or recognized student organization shall
have the right to clear and precise written statements
of all educational policies, curricular activities,
or other regulations to which students shall be held responsible by the State Board of Education, Board of Regents,
the University Administration, faculty, staff, or student
government.

(lC ( All students shall be free from double jurisdiction (or
double jeopardy). The University shall not assume jurisdiction of an alleged offense by a student
1) when that offense· falls most properly under
criminal or civil statute,
2) when that offense is being arraigned, adjudicated, or otherwise considered,
3) or when that alleged offense has ever been
considered in any Federal, State, or
Municipal Court, or committee assuming disciplinary or judicial responsibility.
(L)

All students are entitled to due process.Every student
shall have the right to confront his accuser, to obtain a
written bill of particulars of his alleged violation at
least forty-eight (48) hours before his scheduled hearing,
to be supplied with counsel, and to have a hearing before
students and faculty. The student must also be informed of
the action taken and of his right to appeal. The procedures
of the hearing shall be public unless the student requests
otherwise in writing.

..

(M)

All parties shall be assumed innocent until charges have
been proved before the proper and authorized judicial
board. No student shall be compelled in any matter to
testify kgainst himself. The student shall be advised
of this right in writing in all administrative procedures.

(N)

No agent of the University administration and/or law enforcement officer shall violate the rights of the students
to personal privacy as guaranteed under the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States •

(O)

No student shall be subject to arbitrary investigation or
scrutiny of behavior and attitudes, which may involve the
collection of unsolicited information, beyond that which
directly pertains to his academic functions and performance.
The student shall have the right to have his records reviewed before him, and the right to change lmWarranted
statements.
·

(P)

This Bill of Rights shall not be construed as limiting
the rights of students as provided for them by the constitutions of the United States and the State of Florida.

..
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Dear Professor Arnade:
I apologize in advance for the length of this letter. A detailed
account of the correspondence and reports in the Bulletin over the years
with reference to issues in the removal of censure from the University of
South Florida seems necessary, however, for an understanding of the current
status of the University of South Florida.
On April 16, 1964, less than a week after censure action, Mr. Bertram
Davis communicated to nr. John S. Allen, President of the University of
South Florida, the recommendation read by the Chairman of Committee A to
the Annual Meeting of April 10 that the administration of the University
of South Florida be censured. The letter concluded: "We hope that you
and this office can shortly enter into discussions of the Association's
censure." On May 11, President Allen responded to the April 16 communication and stated: "I stand ready to enter into discussions at any time
concerning the actions of Committee A." Preliminary to such a discussion,
Mr. Winston Ehrmann wrote in part to President Allen on June 1 as follows:
"As a prerequisite to recommending to the Annual Meeting the
removal of an institution from the Association's list of censured
administrations, the Association's Committee A on Academic Freedom
and Tenure requires that the institution's regulations be consistent
with the widely accepted standards of good academic practices supported
by this Association, particularly those set forth in the 1940 Statement
of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure, and that corrective
measures be taken by the institution to remedy the specific situation
which gave rise to censure.
"In order to set into motion necessary procedures for accomplishing
these goals for the University of South Florida, we would like to make
the following suggestions:

•
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"(1) That we review the institutional regulations and recommend
to you for consideration by you and appropriate institutional bodies
necessary changes and additions so that these regulations could be
made consistent with the principles of the 1940 Statement and other
widely accepted standards;
"(2) That regulations on appointment procedures be adopted so
that it would be impossible for a situation such as the one in which
Professor Fleming was involved to recur if these procedures were
followed; and
"(3) That we explore with you an appropriate redress for Professor
Fleming."

..

Regarding the institutional regulations, President Allen wrote to Mr.
Ehrmann on November 16, 1964: "I am enclosing a copy of the University of
South Florida Policy Statement No. 25 on Tenure and Dismissal of Faculty.
As indicated on the last page of this statement, this policy was adopted
by the Board of Control for all institutions under its jurisdiction on
September 12, 1963. We have simply copied it verbatim and included it as
our Policy Statement No. 25." On November 20, Mr. Ehrmann responded with
a statement that the Washington Office is prepared to move forward with
discussions on a formal or informal basis, and on December 14, President
Allen wrote to Mr. Ehrmann: "As you know, the Board of Control has developed
better policies and procedures than formerly existed, and it has developed
a good statement recognizing academic freedom and responsibility. I am
ready to carry on discussions on either an informal or formal basis whenever
you desire." On December 18, Mr. Ehrmann wrote to President Allen to arrange
a conference, which was held in December of 1964.
Committee A reported to the Annual Meeting of 1965: "Throughout, -the interchange of ideas with President Allen has taken place in an atmosphere
of cordiality. However, no action concerning the aggrieved professor or
improvement of regulations has yet been taken." I should add that the lli£!
Handbook 1965-1967 of the University of South Florida, issued in 1965, appears
to have incorporated Policy Statement No. 25, referred to above, without
change.
On August 13, 1965, Mr. Ehrmann wrote President Allen to suggest a
reopening of discussions looking toward the removal of censure. A key
paragraph is as follows: "As you will recall from our previous correspondence and our conference in .your office last December, the Association's
Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure requires that before it will
make a recommendation to the Annual Meeting for removal of censure, the
institution must (1) adopt policies on academic freedom and tenure which
are consistent with the principles supported by this Association, specifically the 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure and
the 1958 Statement on Procedural Standards in Faculty Dismissal Proceedings
and (2) offer appropriate redress to the faculty member involved in the
specific situation which gave rise to censure." Mr. Ehrmann wrote specifically:
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"(1) Section B, 'Suspension Pending Formal Inquiry for Cause, 1
paragraph 1, reads as follows: 'After receiving charges and/or
evidence, the President may suspend any faculty member, regardless
of tenure status, if in his judgment formal inquiry is likely to
provide the basis for disciplinary action.'
"This procedure in effect nullifies the accepted meaning of
tenure, by exposing the faculty member to arbitrary dismissal.
Moreover, if the President himself should be a party to the dispute
or have strong personal feelings about it, this regulation invites
him to be simultaneously interested party, judge, and executioner.
"The 1958 Statement provides, by contrast, in paragraph 3:
'Suspension of the faculty member during the proceedings involving
him is justified only if immediate harm to himself or others is
threatened by his continuance. Unless legal considerations forbid,
any such suspension should be with pay.'

..

' ~e need hardly point out that the suspension of the faculty
member, whether or not it is eventually determined to have been
justified, could cause irreparable damage to his career. Accordingly,
we believe that the provisions of paragraph 3 of the 1958 Statement
are not only eminently fair, but essential.

"{2) Section E, 'Right of Appeal by the Faculty Member, 1 paragraph
3, reads: 'The committee shall make a transcript of the proceedings
for ·review by the .membership of the Board.'
'~he 1940 Statement of Principles, however, provides in the
Academic Tenure section, paragraph 4, 'There should be a full stenographic record of the hearing available to the parties concerned.'
This provision, of course, includes the accused teacher.

"Although the provision of the University Policy Statement under
discussion does not specifically prohibit the inter-institutional
faculty hearing committee from providing the accused faculty member
with a transcript of the hearing, we believe that the University
Policy Statement would be strengthened if this paragraph were revised
to read, 'The committee shall make transcripts of the proceedings
available to the parties concerned.'
"(3) Section F, 'Action by the Board,' paragraph l.b., states:
'Action of the Board of Control shall be final and becomes effective
immediately. In the event of dismissal, pay shall cease immediately.'
"The 1940 Statement of Principles, however, in the Academic Tenure
section, paragraph 4, last sentence, reads: 'Teachers on .continuous
appointment who are dismissed for reasons not involving moral turpitude
should receive their salaries for at least a year from the date of
notification of dismissal whether or not they are continued in their
duties at the institution.'

•
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"It should be noted that the University Policy Statement in this
regard could be made consistent both with the provisions of the 1940
Statement of Principles and also with other governing state university
regulations by a stipulation which could read as follows: 'The
effective date of the termination of the services of faculty members
who are dismissed for cause not involving ~ral turpitude shall be not
less than one year after the date on which the Board returns its decision
to dismiss. '
"Even though you are quite aware of the reasons for this provision
of the 1940 Statement of Principles, I believe I should offer additional
comments on one or two of them. By granting tenure to a faculty member,
the institution indicated that it wished his continuing services because
of his academic capabilities and past as well as potential contributions
to the teaching and research efforts of the institution. The granting
of a year's salary or keeping him in the services of the institution
for an additional year following a decision to dismiss for reasons other
than moral turpitude has at least these two fundamental aspects: It is
an appropriate recognition of the years of demonstrable satisfactory
service to the institution by the tenured faculty member for the period
prior to the time he gave cause for his dismissal. It also provides
him with a minimum means for seeking other employment .•••
"As you know, our Annual Meeting is held in April. We would like
very much, and I know I speak for the chapter also in the expression
of this wish, to be able to report to Committee A well in advance of
that meeting that the administration of the University of South Florida
had taken appropriate action on the revision of the regulations and on
redress to Professor Fleming so that Committee A could in turn recommend
to the Annual Meeting the removal of censure."
This material was specifically quoted in a letter of August 1~ to Professor
Jesse S. Binford, Jr., president of the South Florida chapter at that time.
Early the following year, a conference was held in Chancellor Culpepper's
office, with President Allen, Mr. Davis, and Mr. Ehrmann participating.
Concerning it, Committee A reported to the Annual Meeting of 1966:
"In January, 1966, two representatives of the Association's staff
met with Dr. John S. Allen, President of the University of South Florida,
and Dr. J. B. Culpepper, Chancellor of the State University System of
Florida, and discussed proposals for amending the University's tenure
regulations and providing redress to the professor whose appointment
was revoked in 1962. Pending further developments, Committee A recommends that the University of South Florida remain on the Association's
list of Censured Administrations."

Mr. Davis on June 13, 1966, provided President Allen with an analysis
of pertinent regulations of the South Florida
,, Staff Handbook, 1965-1967.
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The communication covered points which the letter of August 13, 1965, covered
to President Allen from Mr. Ehrmann. (You received a copy of the 1966 letter.)
President Allen acknowledged the communication on June 17 as follows: "I
am making a photo copy of your letter and forwarding it to Dr. Culpepper,
in order that he may discuss with the Board of Regents your suggestions and
any changes they might see fit to make in the Regents policy statements."
Referring to my "correspondence earlier" with President Allen, Chancellor
Culpepper on December . l3, 1966, forwarded the Operating Manual of the University
System of Florida to the Washington Office with this key covering paragraph:
'~fter review of this matter with President Allen, we are of the opinion that
you can best be served by our sending you a copy of our Operating Manual
which was adopted by our Board of Regents in October and which was effective
as of November 1, 1966. After you have reviewed the pertinent sections of
the manual, if you have questions please let us know."

On February 2, 1967, I wrote to President Allen with a copy to Chancellor
Culpepper:
"The purpose of this letter is to focus upon considerations at the
University of South Florida of two provisions in the Operating Manual.
Section 2, heading 3.1 entitled Constitutions of Institutions contains
the following detail: 'Each institution shall recommend for approval
of the Board an organizational chart and constitution outlining the
detailed operational policies of the institution.' Section 2, heading
3.20 entitled Academic Freedom and Responsibility, subhead 2 of D
entitled Implementation of Policy contains the following detail: 'In
order to demonstrate its proper share of responsibility for the policy
outlined above, each university is required to report to the Board for
approval its procedures for implementing this policy. Such procedures
as to mechanics may vary with each institution.'
'~e should be pleased to see from the University of South Florida
copies of the constitution and of the statement of procedures contained
in the provisions quoted above."

Key portions in President Allen's reply of February 9 are: "Some Board
members raised a question as to why each institution in the State University
System should have an individual constitution. Others thought the Board of
Regents Operating Manual could and should serve as the constitution for the
State University System. Others felt that if there were individual constitutions then the Board should promulgate guidelines within which such constitutions might be developed •••• It is the opinion of many that the Board
of Regents Operating Manual is de facto the constitution for the State
University System and, therefore, for each university in the system .••• Our
Biicy Manual duplicates in part and supplements the Regents' Manual, which
you have. These two documents are de facto the constitution of the University
of South Florida."

>

•
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On February 24, I made the following inquiry of Chancellor Culpepper
(with copy to President Allen): "The regulations to which Mr. Davis' letter
of June 13 was addressed appear to have been incorporated without change in
substance into the Operating Manual of the Florida Board of Regents, to which
the operation of the University of South Florida is now bound. We wonder if
you are in a position to provide comment on the apparent lack of change in
the regulations, which now concern us, and on the prospect of any modification
of them, as we are now preparing the reports on institutions under censure
for the annual consideration of Committee A." Chancellor Culpepper's response
of February 28 reads in part: "Thank you for your letter of February 24
inquiring as to whether or not the regulations appearing in the Florida
Board of Regents Policy and Procedure Manual have been modified in accordance
with the suggestions given in Mr. Davis' letter of June 13." Committee A's
statement to the Annual Meeting in 1967 concluded: "Pending adoptio_n of
satisfactory regulations, and a resolution of the issue of redress, Committee
A recommends that the University of South Florida remain on the Association's
list of Censured Administrations."

.

On October 19, 1967, I wrote in part to President Allen:
"Still pending under the statement quoted above, however, is the
'adoption of satisfactory regulations.' You may recall Dr. Davis'
letter to you of June 13, 1966, which set forth inadequacies in
regulations which were later adopted by the Florida Board of Regents
and included in its Operating Manual, effective November 1, 1966. We
would be pleased to study copies of any recommendations you may have
made to the Board of Regents in support of adequate regulations prior
to the adoption of those in the new Manual, or copies of recommendations
for improvement in the regulations after their adoption. As a separate
matter, we would be pleased to deliberate upon any particularized
statement of principles and procedures which you might care to issue
to the Washington Office for referral to Committee A and which sets
forth policies for the University of South Florida in accord with the
1940 and 1958 Statements on points left open by the Operating Manual
to administrative decisions at the local level."
In knowledge of this history Committee A reviewed your "CONFIDENTIAL
REPORT to Committee A" which was dated October 10, 1967, and which arrived
on October 18; and it is to points of that Report that this letter is addressed.
After careful deliberations, Committee A postponed decisions on the
alternatives suggested in it, pending a response to our October 19 inquiry
to President Allen. The Committee noted at its meeting, however, that the
issue of inadequate regulations was cited inter alia in Mr. Ehrmann's letter
of June 1, 1964, to President Allen {quoted above), as a prerequisite to
the removal of censure; that specific suggestions, as quoted above, were
written to President Allen on August 13, 1965; and that specific suggestions
were written again to President Allen on June 13, 1966. It appears that
following the expression in 1964 of President Allen's willingness to work

•
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•
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toward removal of censure, the issue of inadequate regulations has been an
unwavering concern of the Washington Office. In the light of these facts,
Committee A took exception to the portion beginning with ~ of a statement
in your Confidential Report: "Everyone of the present and past Executive
Committees of the AAUP chapter feels intensely disturbed by the national
AAUP insistence on including the new Board of Regents policy Manual as an
item in the censure controversy and the apparent insistence of the national
AAUP that notonly the Fleming case must be settled but that the Manual must
also be changed." A focus of concerns as set forth in the letters and reports
quoted above has been the inadequate regulations in effect in 1964 at the time
of censure and subsequently included in a new policy manual without apparent
change and after our communications of August, 1965, and June, 1966.

·~
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Regarding these regulations, President Allen responded last month with
reference to the October 19 inquiry as follows (I believe you have a copy
of his letter): "As to the question raised in your letter of October 19,
1967, I can only say that I have no authority over the Board of Regents and
the policies set forth in their Operating Manual."
•

We greatly regret that President Allen did not see his way clear to
show us any efforts he might have made at any time during the censure to
bring about a revision of the inadequate regulations or to provide us with
any statement of principles and procedures issued by him in accord with the
1940 and 1958 Statements.
Although I cannot speak for Committee A, the question of redress seems
to be resolved, pending the recommendation of this Committee. The question
of the adequacy of regulations will be before Committee A when it meets in
the spring.
Sincerely,

~if~J(},_~
Tom J. Truss, Jr.
TJT:ahm
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I r egret that I ·have not ·,fo und a pr'e vious oppor-t_unfty to r eply to you]f
l~t er o f September 22,. particu lar iy sin<;e i t . rais ed~ a numbe r of is sue s on

which I hope I can pro v ide.!>ome clarificat'ion.

Sine~ the ·imposition pf cen; ur~ th~ Associ~tian. tia s ~ade it . clear to
the administration of ·the Uni:versi~y of South Florida .tha t i t is concerned
bot h with r edress to .Professo r Fleming and w_i th -. improvements. i n t he regula t ions
governing the Unive-rsity, and a long- time ago we ga V,e ~.o.th Dr. Culpepper and
Dr. Allen our ·s~ge.s tions for a revision of the regu1Bti0ns. With the recent
.action taken
to
'provide a semina r for Dr. Fleming, the.
University appears to
.
.
,)· ., ....
have re solve~ the problem of redres-s; · ,and your c()nce;rn and tha t of your c c;>lleagues i~ that · we . are req1.,1iring impr ovements in - r egl.J,lations which are beyond
the controi of the admini stration of the University, of South F:lorida . You
ask, for ex4Uilp le, how we can "legally keep one Florida university under censure
for a manual which gove,r ns all -of Florida :' s sta t e-supported universities"
~~~":""'""='__,;:;;fi'\B rrd
ou - sugg~tr"t n .
'ma
1=s
. . .
-~
·
placea lloftt~ ·
.o
t. ''c~nu . e .l J·t .
_.r.
As for your suggestion, tlie fact is ·. tha t the .Fleming case did not ar ise
on the c ampuses o f other Florida univerbities, and i t would therefore ' be
unjust to p l ace those universities on the cens ure iist when, in sp ite of
defect i ve r e gulations, they have be en _re sponsible f or ' no vio t ation of: academic
f r eedom and tenure . which led to As sociation i nvestiga tion apd report ·. As for
· yo ur question, I should say . fir st of all ." th a t this dq-e.s not appe a r to us t o
.
be a legal pro-blem. As Professor Byse indicated in tii. s letter ,to yo~ ~ - Conmittee
A must foe.,.,_~ upon the university a dmi nis t ra tion r e sponsible ·.for the vi oiatj.on
of academic\ freedom and tenure; and the committee ', . irt o rde r to - recommend
the'
,..
removal of- censure, is in the position of h aving co make clear to the Asso ciat ion ' s membership that t he regulation s unde r whi ch your Univeitsity operates
a re cons isten~ with the 1940 St atement of Principles;

(
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We recognize that the University of outh Flor i da is in a di ff icul t
in not be i ng able unilate rally to change the re gula t ions- which
govern the Florida universities , and it i s a matter of regret that our
efforts to secure a revision of tbe regulations have thus far been unsuccessful. On the other hand, we are no aware that·your own administration has made sub s tanti al effo rts to secure a r evision of t he s t atewi de
reg ulations consistent with the As s ociat ion's recommendations. We have
written to Dr. Allen an asked for in formati on which indicates that your
administration has made such efforts or for a statemen t that it has commit t ed it sel f to a pr actice on the Un i ve rsity of So th Florida campus as
consistent with the 1940 St atement of Principles a s the regulations wi l l
permit. This informat i on would of cour s e be a considera ion with Commi t tee
A. But I cannot give any assurance that, in the abse nce o f a re v ision of
the regula ' ons t em e l ves, · t w0u ld e ~d Comm irtPP. A o re co
nd t he
removal- of c~nsure.
--- ---~----~~~~--~
po~ition

..

We have, I am sure, a common purpose here , and I hope th a t in the
months ahead we can move towards a revision o f the regulat ' ons whic h will
justify the remova l of censure . We wi ll be glad to meet aga in with representatives of the state system, as we did in January o f 1966, if such a
meeting would be helpful; and of course we would welcome any suggestions
from you or your chapter colleagues whic h might lead t o t h de s i red end.
Sincerely yours,

~'*-~~
Bertram H. Davis

BIID: ahm
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FLORIDA CONFERENCE OF THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS TO THE GOVERNOR'S
.
COMMISSION ON EDUCATION
Responsibility, Authority and Structure
Onl versl ties. .
.

•)

2i

the System

2f

State

.·
'·

,.,

I

.

Florida

h~s

overeentrali~ed

historically been burdened with a multiple-based,
contrpl pf tta system of· higher education.

While

control of all the institutions of higher education was nominally

·I

vested i'n the Board of Re. gents (formerly Board ·of Control) in actual•

I

.

th~ - ~ltimate

ity

•

. I

i

l .

..

and real power of higher education was vested in

. the Budget Commission, made up of certain elected cabinet. ;nembera,

·I

. for fiscal matters, and tor certain other vital matters, such as the

1.

·· selection of major university personnel, in . the Board of Education. , ·
Since no clear. lines were spelled out either by the
or ' b~

: .. ·,

statute for distinguishing

. app~opiately · ~ri~ p~operly

. and ._those which

~ere

bet~een · those

constitut~on

things which were

political functions in higher education,

improper, the political bodies exercising auth-

t

i

ority over higher education at the highest state level tended to

r

become involved .i n the minutiae of the educational process and to
make

decisio~s

over

matt~rs

I

.~I· .

of an academic nature.

I

· .. , ·Two steps ha·ve been taken recently to ·remedy some .:·of the ill· ·
eff~ct~ · on .

higher edtieation of the traditional system.

In 1965 the

" Constitution was amended to change the name of the Board of Control ·
tha~

to

of the

~oard

of Regents, and at the same time to increase

· :: .. the, membership of ·'t he Board to nine, with staggered terms over a
nln~ y~ar per~od.

·~

The 1967 Legislatute gave more autonomy to the

. •

-Board of Reg·e~ts - in fiseal matters by · providing that once the Regenti ~'
.. .
·

.
-·-

'I

'

-._
'

_, _~~

....

.

--:--

-:-· ...

--

to.

. ;f

/.

'

•··A

~' ._: ' -I

, .. I

2

I
I

, . •. · bud9et haS been suJ!tted to th: :ud9et Commission and approved by

· : the . Le~islature~ · thJ. I

·

l

Regents have discretion within the law of

I

_fixlng .deitnitively
~alaries of academic and academic-related
.
.
.
l,the
.
·.

· . .: staff.

I

.

.

''

The law ·also gave the Board of Regents the .. final authority

,.

'I

~

in ~hoosing ~he chi~f ·administrative officers of the universities.
.

.

I

f'

•

But eas•ntial~~ acad~mic decisions are still being made by

.' ..

· · · pollti~al

·!

.

b6dies--th~

.

•

.

.

Governor and the Cabinet.
.

!

I

.

The threat of

· .· ,.. political
interference
by . elected officials
in matters inappr o•
.
. . .
't·. .
.

i _..

l

politica ~ , decision

priate for

continues to exist. · In fact the auton•

.,

:~~ omy of the. Board· of ~egents still falls short of that needed for
i . \. .

.

. .· .
'·

.

.

;;

•.

. .·

I

.

..

.

the development of · quality institutions in the state , and is actual..

••.

j

.

'

I

·., · ly short of that wh,ich other states of the Union grant their govern•
;

i'

·

budget

\
I

.

ing boards of higher' education.
· sta~e

I
agency _ ~o

play no

l -

The standard pattern is for the
fu~ther

t

'I -

role in fiscal matters in

I

J

the:--univer~·ities · aft~r the legislature has acted.
~· ~

' .

•/ ~~t- "·~~·t: ;. :

-~

1
::, ·

•

-I I
•'

I

!

'

I

· l l !.! recommended 1!!!1 .2. constitutional provision give ~
public universities -broad autonom:l !.Q. protect !J:!.mn. from excessive

..

[·
'
h

·~.-: ... \ · a~d harmful poll tical interference.·
. ..
' '

·· " : '

. ln 3.addi tion the i statutory powers of the Board should be

continually
'

- ..

to include still larger areas of policy-

b~oadened

I

! ..

makirig resp~nsibilities, investing in the Board the making of defini•
.J ·' •.:

tive academic decisibns.

To this end legislation should be intro•

duced at the earliest possible

~oment

~

.~·~

I-

indicating legislative intent

to vest.the Board of Regents with the responsibility and authority
to supervise fully the planning. building and operation of the
state university
system.
.
.
'
·

Regents

sh~uld h~ve

''

Under this legislation the Board of

'

Complete fiscal authority _and responsibility

lo;operating the state university system.
'

. ..

..

I .
I
•

. ·'
•

• ....

•••

., ..

'l

~- .

·I
I

....:... t

i

"'

•. ._.i..

....... -...

It · should not only

'

1'

I.

-3·

·I

(

! '

I

prepare and present to }he legislature the state university system

I
I

• •

I

budget, but

~

~11

monies .ppropriated by the· legislature should be made

to the .· Board, o, Regents· · with public safeguards necessary to protect
public · fun'd s insured in the form of an effective and regular post
audit

proc~dure.

I'

...

I

.··. · · : At th.i s :time of · stt ess and strai n in higher education in Florida,
as the system responds {o. the profound social and technological inno•
·vations which are takinJ plact in the state,

committmen~

and a

syste~

the~e is need for a

tor effecting full faculty participati on in

~he _governance of all o ~r colleges and universities.

for.jeffect~ng

a principal vehicle
~urrounds us~

.tative ·auc:iget

·.

I

-It is

•.

This constitutes

and .directing the change which

enough to transfer .authority from an author!•

nd~

t

I

~ommissio J

and State Board of Education to an equally

. ·authoritative Board of R1egents. ·. There must be a conscious and structured
,

I

,ho,r~.:effort to . decentralize 4esponsibili t~ and authority down to the insti•
· tution~

·and

thei~

L
!~

·I

!

I

I~ otitutions sb~uld be permitted to develop
~.:.. ·•.·:o:,

; ( :·

I

.i>

faculties to maximum limits consistent with good

. system..wide pianning.
~·

. I
I

I

1...

. .· their. own •_personal! ty·"·• and the faculty should be given maximum
l

opportunity .for particip:a tion in college and university government.

~--·To

e~d

this

Go~rnment

atte.ntion is\ rnvited to the 1964 joint statement on the

2f

Colleges~

bn Education, the

r

I

Universities .prepared by the American · council

Associ~tion
I

I·
I

I·

of Governing Boards of Universities

I

'
'

and Colleges, and the American Association of University Professors.
1

(Printed in the 1966 Winter issue of the Mill:. Bulletin.)

Agencies

for faculty participation in the government of the college or univer•
I

sitY' should

be . eatablish~d at each level where faculty responsi bility

.t

•

J. 'S

-

p t ; : £, ~.

.

I
' \

e

1.. •
'

.

...

. t......
,,

..

. _;··
. '

'

.j

i'.

I
i
i

..'

is present.

t

~ 1,

·'

No.t only Will the state benefit from the skill and ex•

· pettise _·represented by iV arious · faculty competencies, but in addi•
..

.

~.

;

tion the siate will benefit through increassd faculty morale and in;

.. . stitutional loyalti.

I

•

..

\.

. I

Academic Freedom.

.!

The American Association of University Professors conti nues t o
ptess, . as it ha~ tradi~ionally done, for .fullest academi c freed om, not ;

..

.

'·

· · · only for the b~nefit of -the professors and students~ but bec aus e thi~
is a prime social bene(it.

Freedom to teach and freedom to lea r n

are twfn pillars. of · de~ocratic strength.

Colleges and universities

perform their role .when they provide .the vision and th e le ad ership
for the development
·. development

o~

ot

_: a social climate hospitable to the maximum

the human spirit, arid a maximum enj oyment of freedom.

·. Freedom to act and to criticize and ·to set the standards of their
\

•

.

·,_·;:
· · ':

~!'

.

operation. are needed to.: achieve and maintain a great system of higher
.

'

I

·f· l.ea~ning ~. · Experience has shown that ln order to attract the best
. students arid faculty, not only must colleges and universities be given

. .'· . a large·. mea~ure : o'f control over their own affairs' but faculty members

, ty, the lot_of the instl tution has invariably been mediocrity.

,

. . .

.

A

I:

. ·..·. wr$e so~iety make's provision for its institutions . of high~r learning
·.to be its · continuing critic.

To fulflll this task, the/ ~ust open

. the. eyes ; of their constituents to new possibilities:

cuf tural,
\
;•

~ · . . '-intellectual., social, moral, scientific and technologic ~ ! .•· Colleges
. .:
,

I

'

•

I ·,

. and urliversities a·nd their faculties Which try to do . th~'e' .fhi:gs _~re
bound.· to.
,;

·: \

atous~. _t~e
'I

'

. . • .• .

sasptcion

arid;~ then6ppositiE)nebf p~~P~-~: ~~ 9 .. ~hinJC
f

,

'/

... /

.~
·,

\

;L,

r ·.
;

'

'

.

\ j '/. •·\ . .,.
~
~f

.

.,
:

\

'

.

...

.

'1
• ~

. .

. :, ,

'·.

II

.

..

l;
.. t.:
,.

.

~t ~

..

I

1\

I

otherwise.

They

~

'

i

•

to strain the tolerance of parents, taxpayers

are · bo~nd
/

· and th.e ir representative·s.
4

•

But·. we must strive to create in Florida an

; •••

· ehvir~nment
of toleran6~ . and rest~aint towa~d
values espoused by some
. .
.

• I

I

faculty · or. students, even those which seem alien to popular beliefs.
To this end we recommend tnat a statement on Academic Freedom be

..

· includ~d

stat~

in the new

· search for

.

l~uth . io

good~ a~~demlc

-constitution, the statement to read:

i

I

(

"The

.

abridge~."

We furth.e r recommend -that a strong and· sustained faculty voice in
'·

policy-making be assured through the development of vigorous faculty
.'

senates in both private and public institutions of higher learning •
. ,.
· Finally, we recommend that before any far•reaching ·changes fn
structure or function ir\: 'higher education in Florida are adopt'ed in the =- ·.~
!.

future that the faculties in the · various institutions of higher learning
be giv~n an opportunit~ l to analyze and fully participate in the formu•
..

.

.

·- ··lation of ·t he _sUggested :·changes.

In the past, we have had too much

".g imickry" ~·rnposed . on higher education without adequate review and
.

. '•

~

c.ri ticism by th. e faculties who, along with the students, are principal! y .
.

,.

affected by the

~

.

lnnovat~~ns.

Private Colle.ges ·.!n,S! Universities •
. . · We recommend that the Regents Scholarship program be funded at
·' · ,

.

i: .'

··· least at the
orlginal
figure recommended by the Board of Regents-.
.
. •"

$2,000;000;.' . . Other state's that are leaders in the field of education,
'
).

such as California and New York have sucessfully employed .the system
of

~eg~nts j~h~lar~hips ;. i' (1) to .avold a "brain drain~ of their best
.

hl~h •eho~l~ ~tudentaa (i) to motivate students toward b~tter academic ·
. · .\.· .
:: :·
.,

,

·· . ·

.'; ,~

. t.n;. .·
~

'

.

'

. ·1! i

.

'·.
.

.

I';

'

' (~··
J.~

. .

.

...

research, teaching, and learning being a fundamental

freedom $hall not be

•

··.

.

'

-6-

performance; and (3) to assist these select students in financing their
college careers. · The Florida

~egislature

has supported the Regents

·scholarship program with a symbolic funding of $10,000 for the current
biennium. · However, this symbol is insufficient to make the program
operational,

.

Two million ($2,000,000) is necessary.

The commission should also give careful attention to other avenues

T

··: of added suppott for private colleges and universities in Florida.

.

'·'..

These

·· fifteen institutions now enroll more than 41,000 students from the fresh•
men through the Ph.D. programs.

They receive little tax support.

But

if they were to close their doors, the added financial burden upon .the
Stat~ of Florida to duplicate · their roles would be extremely heavy.

. Throughout the nation private colleges and
encing

in~reased difficult~

univ~rsities

.\

.

are now experi•

in maintaining financial stability.

In order

to as~i~t t~ls important sector of the educational system~ the state
may need to

provid~

some form of subsidy to the private institutions

..

_: for the Fl6rida students .they educate.
Finally, we believe that the added financing needed for state
institution~ ~f higher · l~arning should come primarily from public

support, leaving to the private colleges and universities the bulk
fundt available from private sources.

. ~f

r..,.•.'

In a democratic society it

is the privilege and responsibility of the corporate body of all the
citizens . to
~eeds

~aintain

of society.

an excellent system to educate for the expanding

At the same time, our nation has

foste~ed

lopment of private schobls to serve ·particular functiona

.\

a~d

the deveselect

i'

aegments of the population.
· has ·been

~

The result at the higher educ~tion levels

healthy "competitive cooperation'' between the two systems

so i~at both h~ve . produ~ed outstanding institutions and sticcessful
.

i

edueation'a l innovations, , The ci.tizenry at large should cootinue to
I •,

'

~

·support

~ hi~h

time the state

quality system of public higher education.
college~ ; And

support, shoUld riot

universities• with the

At the same

~dvantage

of tax ·

the remaining resources available to private

dry ~ up

higher education.

'.
,..
i.

Junior Colleges.
We recommend that the public junior colleges be· removed from the
sch~ol

control of the · county

boards.

The present local juni or col l ege

· advisory boards should be renamed "trustees" and given the full, corpor te authority now held by the school boards.

·.

This will make poss-

ible the continuance of local control of our junior colleges.

Florida's

..

junior colleges have become a model for others due to their ability
'l

to adjust to local needs.

One area may need a program in aviation and ·

i

.'

..

..~~

pilot training; while another area has a need for engineering aides or
j

· ·~· ~p~~ialists

1 .

~

!

.

.

in · electro~ics.
.

.

~

.

It is essential that control of the junior

-·

... ';· .. colleges ' remain at the :local level in order to insure the development
.,
. .

t' '·

· of

thes~

f

I •

I
!.

vita1, · needed community programs •

The px:.e sent state Junior College · advisory board should be given
broader au'tttority for solution of problems such as coordination between
. the junior colleges.

This coordination should strive for greater stan•·

.

.

.

dardizatio·n in academic courses that parallel the university courses.

A •pecific. system should be developed to
· ti6ri •nd .artlculation

b~tween

insu~e

~alleges

junior

and private) offeririg upper division' 6ourses.
I

much greater coordina•

and institutions (public
In some areas such as

' :

mathematics and science. ground has

b',~en
.

. .

broken in the form of a

/.

''clearing house" set up ,: in the Junior/iCollege Division of the State
·

I

N

Department of Education.
.

regarding

.

~urriculum

a'nd universities.

.

Information;\ from junior colleges or universities·· ,

.

Programs•

\

'

i& duplicated

a~~ ~ ~ent

personnel~
I

h \,

to the other junior

colleg~s

and funds sho\,lld be set up to

;,

,.

-a-

I

expahd · and improva this type of activity.
· . . ~ ~ coritinut~g

prog~am

of. capital expenditures to provide the physical
"

plant to house adequately,the enrollments predicted for the fall of
1969 is necessary.

This will require expenditures in excess of $100

1

•

million.
Prior to the 1967 legislature it would have taken $1100 to bring the
i·

salary of a junior college instructor up to the na t ional ·average.

averag~

· This figUre should be updated by ·recent research and efforts made to
bring Florida salaries up to a competitive
in effect the lower divisions of the

lev~l.

quality of

thei~ produ~t

Junior colleges are

state~& 4 ~Ublic a~d . private

and unviersities that offer upper division and

. I

gr~duate

work.

colleges

•.

The

will influence greatly the quality of the

· entire system of higher education in Florida.
·cu

Curriculum and -Programs.

.
Curriculum
.

'.
~

. ·•

development is the very heart of the educational process.

~ · Both on the ~asis ~f hi~toric · traditibn and under the 1966 Statement of

...

_. Principle~ of G6vernment of .Colleges and Universities subscribed to by
the _Amer'ican Association o·f University Professo.rs, the American Council
on ·education,- and the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and
_Colleges, the faculty :of each university or college should have "primary
responsibility
subject matter
.·
.for such. fundamental areas as curiculum,
.
and

m~thods

·of

instru~tion,

research, faculty status, and those aspects

.of student life which relate to the educational process."
Present Situation:
-

·1 • . In the .state university system of this state, the Board , of

Regents has ultimate jurisdiction over these matters vested in it by

'

·· ..

-9·

In at least th e two oldest state universities, the Regents have

law.

delegated broad s el f -government powers to the representative faculty
"bodie& known as Senates. ' by approving constitutions for such self. government to t he University of Florida and the Florida State University.

There is no consti tut ion at the

some of
truly

th~

oth er newer unstitutions.

structur~ d

Univer~ity

of .South Florida and

..

This means no faculty senate with

powers, academic jurisdiction, and due process safe-

guards.
Boar d Qf Regertts' review and ultimate approval or disapproval of
curriculum and pr ogram proposals establishes a rather extensive coordin•
·ation designed t o prevent over-lapping and duplication.

On the whole,

· thi.s has worked well • . For example, it correctly delays initiation of
,;

..

. · expensive Ph . D. programs until a departmental faculty of sufff cient
quality and repr esentativeness of subfields has been recruited and books
and . equipment provided to conduct doctoral level work comparable to that

""'

.. . :of h4.gh quality
al ready
.

>

nation~ ·

off~red

within. this state, the region, and the

. The same a s sessment i ·s given to master's level programs and to

th• initiation of

profe~sional

schools and training programs.

!./

'

. · At the undergraduate level of both upper division and lower division
(freshma,n .and sophomore) work there is inadequate coordination with the
junior college system, on· the one hand, or the private colleges, on the
other hand.

Present informal efforts seem to be working reasonably well.

But a

n~ed

exists for coordination between the junior colleges and the

stat~

university ·system because the juni6r colleges have been a major

"sta~ing ~rea"

for freshman and sophomore preparation within the state.

· Two state universities have been organized on the basis of offering
work starting at the junior year, with their students to be "fed into''
therrt primarily frtorn the junior colleges.

•

A

combination of poor communi .. :;

.

counssling, and a lack of a well-developed

ty

systsm

f~r

-..

""10-

program coordination is costly both in terms of money and

· time to the students, to say nothing of its effect on student morale •
. A real effort to articulate the college level work offered by the
·'

junior

colle~es

with the program requirements of the state

j\i.:. · i

.·~;~>~

,.
I

universities, especially in the professional fields, would go
far toward solving this proba,e!"• ·
It is recommended that as to coordination in the development
of new facilities, programs, schools, or campuses within the
. state university system, an assessment should be made in depth
of the possibilities of developing additional campuses of
existing

st~te

universitiesin the two largest urban areas••

Dade eounty and Duval County.

..

·would have the advantage of applying existing quality to ·
faculty . recrultment, library and laboratory facilities, and
program development.

Aiso accreditation problems would be a-

verted. :Su(~bra~ches in large urban centers have worked well
ih other states such as Louisiana and Wisconson.

The approach ·

at least deserves eareful consideration as alternatives to
autonomous

campuses.~ n

these two urban centers.

State•financed and sponsored regional
stitutes df

j~nior

~onferences

of in-

college and state university representatives

held .periodically might be a very effective means to solve
some of the program coordination problems between these two
systems.
I •

Such· conferences or insti tuttes could be held during

the summer quarter, and faculty representatives from both
· sets of in·s ti t.utions who are on nine months' contracts might be
·paid an extra month's salary for work in such conferences or
institutes in effecting articulation and coordination of
. ~

.

These ''multi-campus '' universities

programs • . Unfortunately, there are no funds piesently proI

I

.

~

I
I

•

. ..
...
·,.,._

-11· 'vided

even to keep the usual-level of summer session activities

going at some of the state universities, much less ·to pay any
faculty . for the coo.rd.i native kinds of work suggested.
One final word on this proposal of institutes.

They should

not be confined to .the various colleges of education within the
universities~

Th~ sch~ols

agricult~re, · a~chitecture,

"'

of engin~ering, engineering sciences,
pre-legal programs, pr e-medic al pro-

grams, business ad~inistration, nursing, social work, library
sc.i ence, art/inusic and other appropriate al'eas should all be
...

(

repres~nt~d ·~ ~ these coordinative efforts along with teacher
,

I

·) ·

·." education.

{
,.
I

Staff and Fa.ci.li ties.

"

,·

There are two areas of major pr oblems rel ating to statf

I' .

· and facil xties z .1); serious fina~~ial shortages th at accentuate
salary discrepancies and .staff shortages and depriv&tion of
essentia.l

f~u:ili ties J

I·
I

.. ,

2) invasion of faculty status ' and achieved

·. facul
ty,~.:· tenure of · collateral aca~emic professional staff by
'
! '.
·
.

'

I

f

'

.

. busin~ !s otfice functionaries in ~he name of nposition clasj

r s to the first problem of ftnancial shortages, the cuts

.; -:: : >/:'i n appropriations

J

.. .

.~Jt:

· ·.

b~ bud~et · orde~~~.:~ from

.· and the budget commission

.S/4~ffl!

the

below

governor'~

office ·

wh ~ t ~lready ' had

been

,..

.

.·

( ·, ' t

.

.

.

i

.

i

l

/ · _· .. ,:· · ·, ations not. ~u,nded on the total ~~~~ ~rsi ty system can be seen
;.

) .•:i·

. ·from the following figures c

.

/I

.,

University System ·
··

~.
•

1

I

I

. )V\867·68

Budget Commi ~s~on ..Reconunendatio·~ <-: \ · . .,
· Ed. and G~n'r~lt
125,7ia~760
.
>.

t

I~!.:.-=tLJ

.

.·

.

.·

.

.

r . ,, ·

i.

\

\\

1968-69
144.369,376

'

!

grams at all s.t ate universitiss. i,;;\The- fffect of the appropri-

./

j

. t

;· cut by i tern vet'oes has forced cr~~pling consequences for pro.

.,

~

( ':\

. ~i;rrit:lon ...
.

••

,.

t

l

'r-

-l'~General Revenue Re~erve . {3%)
Fee deficit
·
Total unfunded
\
Percent unfunded \

Not

:! · funded

Translated into other
'

~rms,
,\ .

2,~44,718

3,408,274
5,952,992
4.7

(5%) 4,853,585
6,049,290
10,902,875
7.6

this means. more students per

i

profewsor ' in already crowdedi large undergraduate sections and
even in. .g raduate. seminars. · Students. complain
that they cannot
'
. . get to see their professors because of excessive demands on the

.,
professors -time •.
.

.

Professors ~arry heavier paper~grading loads

'

l

I•

1

• I

·t·'-

; .

''"··

· with fewer graduate assistants to help them. More students must
.

.

..

_·::-,. fight for the same· .limited number of library books.
.• . .

i

•

Ordering

.

~

. of . exp~nsive . research volumes for the libraries may be delayed

'

'j

., .-· or curtailed alto9ether.

Summer session courses and programs are

I

l

severe-! y reduced. : ·.

··~

1·I

t•

Pres sures on salary funds create grea-t: salary di screpencies·•. ·
within in·sti tutions. · Young newly-minted Ph, U' s without any
teaching
(· .

·,

1·

experie~~e

. ·: .· at saiaries that
.

n~w

'

·J_

.

'

at the _graduate level are sometimes hired
reach the ."A" grade in the MUP national
r.
·'

rating s-c ale/ and more senior men and women who have achieved

'

'!

. . real s\~tus ~ and national recognition i'n their fields get raises
. so small . ~s . ·to . be ·degrading.
.

: · · ..·.~·

ently
. . '

'

.·

.

i . ). .

1~ eave

i '

' .

The full professor must appar-

.

Florida altogether to get the salzr:yy justice
.

I

· . ·elsE!w~r~i. /and .manx have left for the greener salary pastures
: ·.>,._;~~·:· of . n~i:~hp,flng·. st~tes.

.. ,. . ··I

Georgt'a · h·~s . used Florlda as a prime

.... ·.. .':;: .·. recrui ti~~"gro~rid 'tor more: mature faculty.

· '·,: ·.. . · ' .

! .

-l.n~~!'er,i.J.fjGd ;fac~lty~nd expose

•''

.,.

l

•

.

.....

.

.

We break in the

our · graduate students to . those

.: ·. ~hO..· ha'Ve. l\J .~t amer;_e~·:·~from the cocoon thems~lves, while . Geor·glt-

•

•

I

__· ·. .' :\· ~ ~nd · ·oth~i :~ s~uthern · stat.es -- . not to mention .more distant areas ...

sei·~~ _ ou~ :~:~i1ghiy. qualified
· ,·.:r:f; · ·.'·: '~,;. ~ :
· :·

•
..

·

'

men and women who have started

1
1

. j

. .. . .

·'

. .. .
' . :'·;·
~ '

•'

..

·'

'• ~

....

.

.
J'

t

-13gaining national recognition just as

they ~ are

best able to

perform most completely.
• I

•

:

:

th~

As to
colla~era~
.

s•cond problem -- invasion of faculty status of

academic professional staff, this movement started
'

.

'·.

in 1965 with a position classification survey ordered by
Gover.nor Burns.

The firm conducting this study showed little

.· · ~_ ppreciatton for. the fact that for centuries universities had
developed for faculty and

collat~ral

academic profes sional

. \ ~~aff a "r~hk in the man" or classification of the man basis

- ,l '

insteag of the newer (originated in 1906) "rank in the position"
or classifiriation of the position approach that was developed
to apply to governmental bureaucracies, first in the federal
:.
'

..

government• and then in state agencies and local government.

.

.

r ., ..f-.,.,.,.,, ,"' There

has been almost no effort to a pply the "rank in position" ·

I

. •.;:,.;:,,._,-.~·~..:

approach to the academic world and it is ill-suited to it •
. ·uoder this . approach"' classification powers are apt to be delegat~d '
·r
. :~

I

to business -office functionaries on the various campuses.

t·

Collateral academic professional personnel who had .previously

.

. been granted faculty status and tenure and were adversely
· affected by · the ill-advised application of this system at the
· state universities were l~brarians, . resear6h personnel in
many

k~nds

of research operations on the campuses, and museum

curators. · These people are recruited, just as other faculty,
.

.

.

,. on the basis of the advanced degrees they hold and the parti.

. .. .

cular . kinds _o r experience they have acquired •
. . The university _system is still lagging in the fringe
benefits Florida PX'OVides in relation to those of other states.
'

.

· . We still cannot
. . . ~:.

~

ariy fringe benefits on our national MUP

.

.,
·'

..

•
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~alary

reports because the retirement beriefits do not vest

until the end ·of the tenth year of service in contrast to
most of the rest of the country where benefits vest in the
faculty member at the end of five years service.

Although

..

.;action by the 1967 session of the legislature apparently will
allow this for new faculty members.

We still are not eligible

for Social ·security membership at our option.

I'

Budgetary

restrictions have prevented the meaningful implementation of
the Faculty Development Program.

e

...

·:

Capital construction money was severty limited for the
· ·state. universities .and

jun!~r

colleges and faculty offices

are still to be found on the older campuses in

.

~temporary~

wooden barr.a cks buildings purchased .after World War II, with

....

no
.

..

pl~ni

for replacement.

.

Recommendations:

'

)'

It Is recommended that the . legislature, at a minimum,
··

testore

~he

funds tut by the item vetoes from the budget for

the state university system and for the junior colleges for
N '· \·•;;n<··:~

salaries.

oco·,

OPS, and operating funds.

A return to the amounts

. .

originally proposed for these items by the legislature is absolutely

cruc~al

for fiscal 1968-69, if higher education is to matAtain

quqild; t·y :J agd ~ l oontinue
.

'

'

to grow with the expanding demand of

student enrollment.
· W.e · recommend · further that the Legislature vest retirement
benefits at the end of the fifth year of faculty service, assura
. the implementation of the option of Social Security coverage to
faculty, · and increase the funds

a~'ailable

f.or the Faculty

;

j

.

I
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i

l
'

(

Development Program; that the Legislature provide capital
construction money to meet the more pressing buildings needs
to take care of te.a ching needs in hopelessly inade!=)uate and

'··

even dangerous buildings as well as to care of normal enroll·

...

ment increases at the state universities and junior colleges.
Financing Florida's Educational Needs .
The

needs of Florida education, at all levels,

financi~l

are h\,lg-e. · They can be met' only through a cooperative effort
by stdte, local, and private sources -- including students
~
'

.

~ ' I

themselves.

However, it is evident that the bulk of this

'. . t

he!~

.,

must come from the state.

!

~rivate

industry and individuals

have been ·asked fbr their support, but their efforts alone
clear! y ·are · no~ enough • . UnderStGindabl y, they prefer to make

··
:;

~ · .· substantial

contributions to the private schools and in so

.

: '·";

'

.. f

. l-;

;.;.

I

I

.

c~urs~,

doing, of

I
~

r

,.,

.

l

.

they do help enormously with Florida's

edocaticin needs.

Students, too, have been asked to help.

,But, the desi'r'a bili ty of free public education through high

i

. }

school seems

understood, as does the wisdom of scholar-

~ell

ships for ne~'dy students at the college and university level.
Hence, th·e

ab~li ty

of students to pay for Florida's education

needs is distinctly limited -- and they already have been called
'

.

...

up~n

·. charges

student
·,

··· .:

· ·

gr~~.t :\Y.·

for

. : In

increased

rlse~ , 1\arply
costs· r:\~
I

0

support~

Not only have tuition

in recent years, but so have all other

textbooks, meals, housing, and the

b~ief t .t'~e

li. k,~.

kinds of sconomic support which we,:,· and others

·.~·; . .:·~!···.who are ~howf'~d~·~ .able about Florida's educational prb\lE~ms ', are
: ·· . :, " recomme~ding ,.t.all~ \ for levels of financial aid which \ 'o.t only
, ·. r
,_
\' . ;: ':.i"~
f . . . ... ·'\
' ..
, I,.

.

•.
.• ,

'

~

. ·...

.r:.
;:

~.

\

·' \

\

}. .

i\

\,,.

..

.
I

'

.

.

-

.
are very large, but are beyond our state's financi-al capacities,

· -~··,

. given the current tax structure.

.. The

need for public support
addi~,

of Florida's public education through the development of
".

~· '. •

~~ : ·~I

tional tax sources.; is widely .recognized, and quite pressing.
,.·

..

Ameri.c an Association of Urti versi ty Professors, c.nd we
presume educators '9enerally• would be willing to endorse
any of

sev~ral

new tax sources because the states education

needs are so overwhelming that to do otherwise is to court
disaster.

However, wide sentiment apparently already exists

• in the state. for -an upward adjustment of the state
from · the current 3% to a

4~

level.

tax

~ales

·. .

And, i nasmuch as a general
•

sales tax meets several important tests of an economically
desirable tax, it seems the sensible choice.

A sales tax is
I -

e.c onomieal for the state to administer.

It is broadly based.

·I

i

And, if food and medicines are exempt from the tax, a sales
tax is reasonably equitable in · its impact among families of

•t

differing i-ncome levels.

I

~·

Beyond these argtiments, an increase in the state sales
i

tax would seem to have two other important benefits which

).'

dictate it as perhaps the wisest course of action.

'

First, an

'

increase in the sales tax could be implemented

f~irly promptly~

with additional funds flowing into the state . treasur y almost

~'

I

:I

•

'

·1

.)

immediately thereafter.

Second, the recommended increase in

sales . :tax would provide sufficient 'funds for ~. valorem tax
. ·, ,.

..

..

'I'

rel(ef as well as support for education at all levels •
.-

'

.-

_· A few ,have .argued that . an· increase in property taxes might
be :. a 1og'iea1 method .of providing the additional .funds whi'ch
'.

t. '

'

.'

I

..
t

. t:l,

" (.
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. ~ducation needs.

AAUP does not share this view.

· tax.es could not help with

Property

educatio'n '~ -::most immediate needs,

'
· ···. because. the lag between new tax assessment
and new tax collec-

. ·. tion is substantial.

Property owners who contend it is time

for ad vaiorem tax relief 'have. . a pofnt in their favor, as property tax rates have risen rapidly in recent years.

Further,

ore of·. the ·substantial hardships that n1uCJt be borne by a rapidly
-growing -state, such as ours is, that new tax receipts substantially lag behirid rising state and local government needs •
• Hence, property tax relief now is probably ·wise preparation
. ·.:
'

..

fQr the . even more fntensi fled demands which may be placed upon
our property ·o wners in 'the future as Florida continues to work
to provide -not only for quality education, but for all those
·other government services which' the American public has come
· to expect and ·to require.

.

'

Sevetahce .taxes and other special taxes upon Florida's
industry are another tax source that might be considered.
·It is
· ·.· ·

~oubtful

if .the funds that could be raised from these

sources would be adequate to meet current sta.te budgetary needs,

'

.

· but it is one source of funds that should be utilizep.
'
\
A state income · tax is an alternative to a

'

stat~' t;a-!es
'·
{

tax,

,,. and -a .l6gical one. ·· Eventually both will probably S J~~ eeded
\

to support governmental
has many

advantage~

state to collect.
can be

se~vices

in the state.

in its favor.

..

incom~

easily by use of different rates

different income levels, and so on.

'

~ hc 6 me

tax

It is economical for ·the

Equity of impact on the various

adjust~d fai~ly

howe~er,

An

classes

fo~

AAUP, in the short run -.

supports J continued reliance upon the sales tax,

which we · already have and which can be quickly expanded.

,.

,•.

\

1\~·-·.
I· .'\ ..

!'

,.
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.. c

·Floridians understand the sales tax and are accustomed to it •
.Moreover, the sales tax has the further advantage of placing

a p'a rt

of the tax burden upon the many visito r s to our state.

However,

AAUP opposes a constitutional provision prohibiting

·:·

..

. future income · tax .because such., a provision would place an
·i

unn~?a~s a ti obsta ~ le

in the way

ot

the state's ne eded financial

taxing flexibility.
I

.

A finai, . logical method of tax reform or readjustment which

'l
j

.could provide the 'funds for Florida's continuing education needs

I

'· t

. is cl~sing the so-called loopholes in the state sales tax.

t

The .· reveriue which · could be provide·d from such a .c hange is vari@' '
9u~ly

...

estimated

d~pending

upqn one's definition of a loophole•

but it couid ' be substantial.

However, it seems evident that

' Florida should avoi~ imposition of an i~dustrial t urnover tax

1 •

i
I

·Of the · · so~t which h~s b~en ttied so unsuccessfully in Europe

I'
I,

•.·

and !n some other c6untries and would work so serious a hard....

~

ship upon selected Fiorida industries.

.

the . fa~rness

of a sales tax.

8~t,

~ "

i

i

t
l'

Mor eover, we believe

that foDd and medicine exclusions to the sales tax are vital
to

1. ,

.~

t·

without a sales tax on
. I

food,

medi~inet

'!

and on substantial aspects of Flo r ida's

I

bu~'iness

and industrial activity, · includin.g agriculture,

· .., --.· it does not · seem that closing the ''loopholes" in Florida's

:.

. '

· :.· . sal~s tax . alon~ could provide sufficient revenues to meet
.

.

.

our educational needs.
I

\·

I

\·.
I

1

.'

.."
'

Janua

17, 1967

ChanceUor J •. B. Culpepper
Florida State Board ot Regents
Collins Building
107 \ e t Gaine Street
Ta llaha8eee, Florida

J)ea;a; Dr. Culpe per:
I ~nt to expres the thanks of the Executive Ootmdttee of' the USP'
chapter and that of myself for giving us the opportwdty to discuss
the roblem of SP' censure and related items with you.. On m..v own
part, I was very eneoutaged with oUl" January 4, meeting and it is
our chapter• e hope that more avenues of contact between the faculty
and the Chaneellor• e office can be established.
I am nov in the proces

of centralizing our AAUP files and it ie
possible that I will mail to your of'fiee a few serox items in the

near tutUN.
I have again eeen ore. Kammerer and Piecard in Clearwater this weekend and they also apressed much t&ti•.f'action with o\U' January 4,
•"ting with you !a Tallahassee.
I &Ill enclosing two newspaper clippings •.
Reapeetfull.y ""ura,

Charles W. A. made
President

CWA/mr
Enclosures

•

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS
1785 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N. W.
WASHINGTON,

D. C. 20036
WASHINGTON OFFICE
WILLIAM P. FIDLER, Gen~ral Secr~tary
BERTIIAU H. DAVIS, D~puty c~ncral

Secretary
Louis JouGHIN, dssociat~ Secr~tary
PEGGY HEiu, Associate s~cr~tary

CLAllK BYSE, Pruid~nt

Harvard University

C.

WILLIAM HEYWOOD,

First Yic~-Pruidmt

Cornell College
YollK WILLBI!llN, s~cond Yic~-Pr~sidmt

Indiana University
Flll!DERICK

C.

Ku11:rz, Tr~asur~r

George Washington University
BERNARI> WoLFMAN, General C011nsel
University of Pennsylvania

and Economist

I. OuNTLICHER, Associate
Secretary and Counsel
WARREN C. MIDDLETON, Associat~
Secretary
RoBERT VAN WAEs, Associate Secretary
JoRDAN E. KURLAND, Staff Associate
PHILIP DENENFELD, Staff Associate
PAUL E. FENLON, Staff Associate
To:u: ]. TRuss, }R., Staff Associat~
HERMAN

WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE

582 Market Street
.San Francisco, California
RICHARD H. PEAIRS, Director
and Staff Associate

February 24, 1967

Professor Charles W. Arnade
P. o. Box 238
San Antonio, Florida 33576
Dear Professor Arnade:
After careful staff deliberation upon your letter of January 30, 1967,
we wish to respond to the points which you presented to us and to suggest
attitudes for a creative approach to them. If any details in this letter
are ambiguous or uncertain, please write us for a clarification of them.
The Chapter may need to reconsider its opinion conveyed in the third
paragraph of your letter to us:
"The issue of our rules and regulations, especially in regard to
.dismissal, etc. were added to the Fleming matter, for which we
were censured."
According to the practice of the Association, although a censure is voted on
the occasion of a specific violation of acceptable principles, its removal
does not depend exclusively upon correction of the specific violation. This
point was reflected soon after the 1964 Annual Meeting in a portion of Mr.
Winston W. Ehrmann's letter of June 1, 1964, to Dr. JohnS. Allen:
"As a prerequsite to recommending to the Annual Meeting the removal of
. an institution from the Association's list of censured administrations,
the Association's Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure requests
that the institution's regulations be consistent with ~he widely
acceptable standards of academic practices supported by this Association,
particularly those set forth in the 1940 Statement of Principles ~
Academic Freedom and Tenure •••• "

..

b ""

.-

'

.

!
... •

Professor Charles W. Arnade
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February 24, 1967

An understandable misinterpretation of the spirit of censure is to think that a
consideration of rules and regulations has been "added to" the Fleming matter, and
we fully grasp that such a conclusion as conveyed in your . letter might be erroneously
drawn from a specific instance of censure. Thus a role of this office in assisting
the work of Committee A is to try to correct such an inference, and the statement
quoted above from Mr. Ehrmann's letter of June 1, 1964, had that intent.
In the sixth paragraph of your letter, a related point is raised:
"If you still find the procedural rules [of the new Operating Manual]
.objectionable, the objections should also be applied to our four sister
institutions, and this matter should be totally divorced from the matter
of the removal of the u.s.F. censure."

v

In the judgment of Committee A, the focus of the censure must always be the campus
on which the violation occurred, and Committee A has never considered itself in a
position to recommend the removal of censure - that is, to certify to the Association
that sound conditions of academic freedom and tenure now exist - until the regulations
of the institution provide reasonable protection against another violation of
academic freedom and tenure. Thus in discussions with Dr. Allen and Dr. Culpepper
we have emphasized the need to revise the regulations governing the various state
institutions, and we cannot as you suggest totally divorce this matter from the
censure of the University of South Florida administration, whose actions in the
Fleming case demonstrate the need to protect academic freedom and tenure at the
University of South Florida through appropriate regulations.
We are somewhat puzzled by the presentation in your seventh paragraph:
Binford and I had a rather lengthy talk with President Allen last week,
. ana Dr. Allen felt that the AAUP Washington Office had, in his own word,
'escalated' their demands and that he was not willing to talk about a
visiting lecture for Dr. Fleming, unless the matter, to put it again in
his words, 'be deescalated.'"

t~r.

We would be most pleased if Dr. Allen would write us and cite the details of
correspondence between him and this office which might seem to support this view.
Regarding points in the Memorandum handed to President Byse by Dr. Jurgensen
at the Clearwater meeting, let me expand as follows:
The second provision reads:
"In a telephone conversation with Dr. Charles Arnade (USF Chapter President),
.Dr. Truss asserted that he would like to study the USF Faculty Handbook
rather than the Operating Manual."

-~

-.
Professor Charles W. Arnade
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February 24, 1967

The intention of the conversation was to indicate that in the understanding of
this office institutions under the Operating Manual develop rules of their own, and
that a.t the present time a study of such rules at the University of South Florida
would need to be made at the Washington Office. Thus considerations by the staff
do not necessarily exclude the Operating Manual a~d they necessarily must include
the policies of University of South Florida. This point is reflected in my February
2 letter to Dr. Allen, a copy of which was sent to you on February 3.
Regarding the solution to the Fleming matter, the eighth paragraph of your
letter reads:
"Looking at i t strictly from a realistic point of view, the ~ we can
.hope for (and that is what we are pushing for) as an official visiting
lecture (in some lecture series) for Dr. Fleming."
However, the seventh provision of the Memorandum to Dr. Byse reads:
"There is reason for us to believe that an invitation to Professor Fleming to
.deliver a series of lectures would be given official blessing by Dr. B.
Culpepper, the Chancellor of the Florida University System."
We are anxious to know whether a single lecture by Dr. Fleming or a series by him
is being proposed.
I hope that this letter closes the "present gap in communications between the
national office and the l-ocal chapter," as stated in the sixth provision of the
Memorandum to Dr. Byse. Please write us if. we have left any doubts or overlooked
points regarding Association policies and procedures as raised in your letter, for
our common goal is the development of conditions which will lead to the
recommendatiQn by Committee A that censure be removed from the University of
South Florida.
Sincerely yours,

~9v.
Tom J. Truss, Jr.
TJT:mjb

c.c. Professor Clark Byse

-
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e r Dr. Tru, :
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS
1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington9, r;>.c. 20036 _.,
October 30, 1967
Resolution Adopted at the Council Meeting
of the
American Association of-urtiversity Professors
October 29, 1967
The American Association of University Professors and the academic comcommunity have long stressed the fundamental principle set forth in the 1940
Statement of Principles .£!l Academic

Freedom~

Tenure that "The common good depends

upon the free search for truth and its free exposition."

Universities and colleges

are dependent for their very life on the maintenance of this principle within their
~alls.

The Council of the American Association of University Professors has again

asserted this principle at its meeting of October 28, 1967.
The Council also approved the Joint Statement

~

Rights and Freedoms of

Students, which affirms that "Free inquiry and free expression are indispensable
to the attainment of the g'oals" of academic institutions.

The Joint Statement

emphasizes that "the responsibility to secure and to respect general conditions
conducive to the freedom to learn is shared by all members of the academic community" and develops other implications of these principles.

The Statement notes

that students should "be free to support causes by any orderly means which do not
disrupt the regular and essential operation of the institution."
In view of some recent events,

~he

Council deems it important to state

its conviction that action by individuals or groups to prevent speakers invited to
the campus from speaking, to disrupt the operations of the institutions in the
course of demonstrations, or to obstruct and restrain other members of the academic
c~mmunity

and campus visitors by physical force is destructive of the pursuit of

learning and of a free society.

All components of the academic community are under

a strong obligation to protect its processes from these tactics.

41 305-1-67/0ct.

